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A Nation in Mourning
Tuesday, September 18, 2001

The Daily

EasternNews
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Worries
of mail
bombs
present
University, post office
taking precautions
By Ron Henton II
Staff writer

After last Tuesday’s terrorist
attack on the World Trade Center
towers, post offices and mail services have increased their efforts in
protecting customers against terrorist mail bombs.
“We used to just paw through
the mail and pick a package if it
looked suspicious,” said Harriet
Rose, Eastern’s assistant director of
administrative services. “Now we
hand-check each package, which is
very time consuming.”
A number of signs can indicate
a mail bomb, Rose said. These
signs include, but are not limited
to, restrictive markings, excessive
postage, no return address and protruding wires. Other signs include
wrong title with name, oily stains
See BOMBS Page 7
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Plans for Doudna revealed
Model for expanded
arts center unveiled
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus ediitor

A two-year-old project became a reality
Monday, as the plans for the new Doudna Fine
Arts Center were unveiled.
Despite tragic events of the past week, the
event was deemed a celebration.
“It is our joy today to transfer our joy to you,”
said Richard Carlson, AIA, principal of the
Chicago firm of Cannon Design, the firm in
charge of the design.
A moment of silence was obsevered for the
victims of last week’s terrorist attack on the
United States.
The presentation was made with several special guests in the audience, including interim
President Lou Hencken, Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Provost Blair Lord, interim Vice President for Student Affairs Shirley
Stewart, Vice President for Business Affairs Jeff
Cooley, Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill, and
City Manager Bill Riebe.
Tim Spreitzer, education and work force
adviser to the governor, was in attendance.
Governor George Ryan was expected to be in
attendance, but was called away, Spreitzer said.
Winifred Doudna, the widow of former
President Quincey Doudna, was also present.
“When we started this project we had two
primary goals,” said James Johnson, dean of the
College of Arts and Humanities. “One was to
meet the program needs of our major and nonmajor students, and the second was to design a

Amanda Douglass/Senior photographer

A model of the Dounda Fine Arts renovation plans was placed on display Monday afternoon in the
Tarble Arts Center.Antoine Predock, design architect, put the final touch, an American Flag, on the
model.
facility that would be a work of art in and of
itself.”
Doudna Fine Arts Center, when complete
will become “a signature building for the arts and
a landmark building for the university,” said
Jeffrey Lynch, associate dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities.
The design architect for this project, Antoine
Predock, was described as “one of the hottest
architects today,” by Lynch.
Highlights of the building design include a
concourse that will link the theater arts, music
and visual arts together, Predock said. Others

include a performance court yard, a hall of mirrors, and areas throughout to display art.
Predock described it as having a “goosebump
factor.”
“Its a project that has a sense of celebration,”
he said.
The outside of the building will consist of
copper and the dominant brick that is part of the
existing building, Predock said. It may be stained
to match the copper.
The $45 million project, which began its
See DOUDNA Page 7

‘Zero to Four’
Clarification
The following is an e-mail message from Eric Davidson,
director of the Health Education Resource Center, because of
students’ concerns over the meaning of the message “Zero to
Four and No More!” that is posted on posters across campus.

Sara Figiel/Photo editor

Practice makes perfect

The red, white and blue flags of the Eastern’s Color Guard Team were flying in unison as they practiced along side of the
marching band in the Tundra on Monday afternoon.

“Monday morning, students, staff and faculty discovered that the campus had been saturated with flyers and
sidewalk chalk, promoting the statement, ‘Zero to Four
and No More!’ SONOR would like to express to the
campus community that the message has no direct or
indirect relationship to any of the events occurring or following the attacks on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon Tuesday, Sept. 11. Furthermore, the message
has no relationship to the President of the United States,
when the U.S. will mount an attack against those who
have done this terrible deed or the number of planes used
in the attack. SONOR also apologizes for any for any
fright or feelings of uncomfortableness that the message
might have given to the Eastern community.
“The saturation project was first planned in early May,
and further developed over the summer and beginning of
the school year. Originally, the saturation project was to
have been implemented on Monday, Sept. 10, but due to
some logistical issues was moved back to Monday prior
to the events on the 11th.
SONOR wishes to convey that the message deals
with the health and well-being of our student population
and that the meaning of the message will be released to
the public sometime during the week of September 24 to
28.”

Campus
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Self defense workshop held today
By Charita Callaway
Staff writer

Recently, attacks occurring on
and off campus have caused students
to be concerned about their safety.
In the year 2000, 19 attacks have
been reported on campus, according
to
the
University
Police
Department’s Web site. These
attacks have increased in the last
three years.
In response, “EZ Defense,” part
of the Counseling Center’s Life
skills workshop series, will be held at
7:30 p.m. today in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther

King Jr. University Union.
The purpose of the “EZ
Defense” workshop is to give participants an idea of how to protect
themselves from attackers, said
David Onestack, director of the
counseling center.
The workshop teaches the basics
of self-defense in “an easy-to-learn,
easy-to-apply format,” Onestack
said.
He said he believes that “EZ
Defense” is a beneficial workshop
because it will help “to decrease vulnerability.”
Mitch Saret, a blackbelt instructor for Karate USA in Charleston,
will lead the workshop. Onestack

himself studied martial arts under
Saret who said he has been studying
martial arts all over for the past 27
years.
Saret said everyone interested in
self-defense is encouraged to attend
this workshop, which targets areas
that are useful to attack.
The workshop is interactive and
all are urged to participate, Saret
said.
“This is not a martial arts class,”
he said.
“You don’t have to study martial
arts for years in order to learn how to
protect yourself.”
For further information, call
Saret at Karate USA at 345-1116.
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Correction
An article in Monday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News
incorrectly
reported
that
Thomas Hall Dining Service
was planning on closing its dining service. The dining service
has no plans to close its dining
service.
The News regrets the error.
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Chuck Babinski, a senior journalism major, catches a Frisbee in the Library Quad Monday afternoon.

Employers on campus today
By Hannah Goldberg
Staff writer

Not many things in life are free
nowadays, but attending the
Eastern Fall Career Day is not only
free of charge, but gives both students and faculty many opportunities to think about their near
futures.
The job fair will be held from
9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. today in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union ballrooms.
Sponsored by Career Services,
Fall Career Day was created to help
with the transition from students’
academic environment to the workplace, according to the web site.
All students, faculty and graduate students are encouraged to
attend.

“Over 100 employers will be at
this event, providing either present
or future positions and maybe even
internships,” said Bobbi Kingery, a
career adviser for Career Services.
Some companies that will be
represented are Caterpillar, State
Farm Insurance, Enterprise RentA-Car and Sigma Aldridge.
Students should dress professionally and have copies of their
resumes, Kingery said.
“It is a chance to network with
recruiters from various companies,
and as you go through the years,
they get to know you.
That way, if there are no present
positions open, there may be internships and jobs available over time,”
she said.
She also encouraged underclassmen to attend because they can do

internship at any time during their
college careers.
For a complete listing of participating companies or for answers to
specific questions, check out the
career services web site at www.jobsrv.eiu.edu, Kingery said.
The web site provides both the
companies’ names and the major(s)
that can be used within their hiring
processes.
Angela Grant, a sophomore psychology major, will be in attendance
at the career fair.
“I want to know what job opportunities are available for a psychology major besides just being a psychiatrist,” Grant said. “It could also be
very informative to what I can look
forward to with my major.”
Students who attend need to
bring their Panther Card I.D.

On Sept. 6, Corby Steinbraker
of Madison Ave. reported that a
green Murray bicycle worth $100
was stolen from the south entrance
of the Doudna Fine Arts Building.
The incident is under investigation.

Burglary
On Sept. 6, a delivery vehicle
was tampered with and items were
stolen while the vehicle was parked
in front of Carman Hall. The incident is under investigation.

DUI
Scott A. Wydra, 22, of Greek
Court was cited at 1:06 a.m. on
Sept. 7 in the 1000 block of Edgar
Drive on charges of driving under
the influence of alcohol.
Nichlaus A. Thacker, 21, of the
1000 block of Fourth Street was
cited at 1:58 a.m. on Sept. 8 on
charges of driving under the influence, resisting arrest, and having
no tail lights. A charge of obstructing justice has been referred to the
Coles County States Attorney.

Campus
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Senate looks at reorganization Pole center of prayer
By Erika Larson

By Pat Guinane

Administration editor

The Faculty Senate will further evaluate administrative reorganizational changes proposed by
interim President Lou Hencken
at today’s meeting.
The proposed reorganization
would move the Admissions,
Records and Registration offices
from the Department of Student
Affairs to the Academic Affairs
Department. Alumni services
would
move
from
the
Department of Student Affairs to
the
External
Relations
Department and Athletics, which
formerly reported to the
Department of Student Affairs
would report directly to interim
President Hencken.
Senate Chair Bud Fischer said
discussion of a resolution on the
changes would be the focus of
today’s meeting.

“Probably the big thing for us
will be to continue discussion on
the administrative reorganization
proposed by interim President
Lou Hencken,” he said.
A visit from Kathryn
Waggoner, assistant director of
disability services, also highlights
the senate’s agenda for this week.
She will give an update on the
services provided by her department, said Fischer, a biological
sciences professor.
The senate agenda calls for an
update on the various search
committees on campus. Fischer
said he wasn’t sure if the senate
would be informed of the current
progress of searches for new
deans and for a permanent presidential replacement because Blair
Lord, vice president for academic
affairs, will not be able to attend
today’s senate meeting.
Lord was scheduled to attend
a Board of Trustees retreat being

$4.00 Domestic

$2.25 Coors Light, Keep The Cup,
$1.50 Refills

NEW GAME
ROOM OPEN
NTN TRIVIA

held today in Monticello.
According to a press release, the
retreat was designed to inform
board members, especially new
members, of their roles and
responsibilities.
Fischer said the senate also
plans to discuss a joint resolution
concerning faculty evaluations
that was approved by both the
Student Senate and the Faculty
Senate.
The resolution asks that a universal question be included on all
end-of-semester faculty evaluations.
Reed Benedict, senate vice
chair and sociology/anthropology
professor, Jessica Catto, student
vice president for academic affairs
and Fischer plan to draft a letter
concerning the resolution that
will be sent to the various department chairs, Fischer said.
The senate meets at 2 p.m. in
Buzzard Hall Room 2504.

Activities editor

In light of the various prayer services held in response to last week’s
tragedy, “See You at the Pole,” a
national, annual, student-led prayer
meeting, arrives at an appropriate
time.
“See You at the Pole” will be at 7
a.m. Wednesday around the flagpole
in the South Quad, and all students,
regardless of beliefs, are welcome to
attend. The event has no official
sponsors.
“‘See You at the Pole” is a studentled, student-initiated movement of
prayer that revolves around students
praying together on the third
Wednesday of September,” the web
site said.
Doug Clark, promotion coordinator for “See You at the Pole,” said in
the past, students have often prayed
for themselves, their schools, their
leaders and people that have needs on
their campus.
“In light of what happened last
week, what we are suggesting is that

(students) do pray for their country
right now and for their leaders and
for the people in New York and
Washington,” Clark said.
Chris Cohoon, a sophomore art
major, attended the event last year
and said it drew between 25 and 30
people.
He said prayer last year was basically focused on the campus and faculty leaders, and also government
leaders.
“I’m going to pray with other students for the nation and for our
school, and to bring up our national
leaders before God, that He might
grant them wisdom, and that our
nation might once again unite as one
nation under God,” Cohoon said.
He said he believes the attack on
the United States last week will bring
deeper meaning to “See You at the
Pole.”
The web site encouraged adults to
support the students by praying for
them, but recommended that they do
not actively participate and especially
not lead “See You at the Pole” gatherings on school grounds.

Sigma Phi Epsilon

ΣΦΕ
Join The Men Of

Tonight For
Papa John’ s Pizza
6:00 - 9:00

(Red Brick House Of f Of Greek Court)
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Celebrating

100
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Of
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Don’t let the media set your values
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Nation must
seek enemies
t has been a week since Americans became fully
aware of just how much we are hated by certain
groups throughout the world. It has been a week
since we discovered that some of those groups will
go to any length, including planned suicide, to inflict
damage upon our nation and its people.
We are beginning to move past our grief, and many
of us are finding ourselves
Our principles cannot angry and vengeful. This
is a natural human
be compromised
response that most of us
Th e U.S. must move forward
can manage to work
against the people who
through peacefully.
attacked our country.
Unfortunately, we are
also at that point as a nation, and the rules are completely different.
The United States of America must seek out the
monsters behind the Sept. 11 tragedy and destroy
them with whatever amount of force is necessary. If
any country tries to protect those responsible, it too
should be shown no mercy.
America did not want to play this game. We have
been forced into participating. We should end it as
soon as possible.
Many of us think violence isn’t the answer, and, to a
certain extent, those people are correct. Violence is
never the answer. But we have been pushed into a
position which puts us all in peril. If we do not
respond strongly and decisively, then we are actively
endangering every single American in the world.
We cannot let terrorists think we will not expend
every dollar, every ounce of energy, every tidbit of
knowledge at our expense to protect ourselves and our
interests. We must show the world that we are indeed
the greatest nation that has ever existed and we will
not be intimidated by anyone.
Our principles must not be compromised. We
should be absolutely positive of who did this before we
retaliate. We must use only as much force as is necessary to accomplish our mission, and we must avoid
hurting and affecting the innocent as much as possible.
The U.S. has been pushed. We will not tolerate that.
We cannot tolerate that. However much it hurts us,
however much more it costs, America must show the
world what happens when we are pushed.

I

■ The

editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

To lend a hand...
If you would like to help, whether through monetary
donations or volunteer work, call one of these
organizations for more information.
■ American Red Cross: 1-800-HELP-NOW
■ United Way: (217)251-2500
■ Salvation Army: 1-800-SAL-ARMY
■ Catholic Charities USA: 1-800-919-9338

hy is it that all
of you suck at
the nipple of
the media as if
you were newborn calves? I swear,
some of you folks on campus will
buy anything they sell you and
believe to be extremely urgent
anything that the president says in Ryan Peterson
between three second pauses as he Guest columnist
reads the teleprompter to spit out
what someone actually smart wrote for him. My question is:
Haven’t you all learned how to think for yourselves? I suppose
not when our “leader” is quoting Psalms 23 on national TV.
I know that this is a highly emotional subject, but frankly,
this needs to be said. The events of last Tuesday morning are
tragic, no doubt about it. But why are they so tragic that we
need to shut down our schools, cancel baseball and sensationalize it all over TV? From the OJ trial to this, I am just sick of
the way people react to the media. OK, I know right about
now all of you good red-blooded, hard workin’, flag wavin’
Americans out there are ready to find me and to shred me as if
I were the man responsible for the WTC’s collapse, but before
you do so, think of these things: Every day at least 10,000 people die from hunger. A terrorist attack does not happen every
day. In fact, this is the only attack like this since the Oklahoma
City Bombing.
So why is it that when we see a plane smash into the side of
a building in full living color that we all piss ourselves with rage
and yet no one seems to get upset about the other people dying
because of oppressive governments and hunger? Nielson ratings!
I find the image of a skeletal-like frame of a still-live starving
baby who is too weak to swat a fly from its eyeball to be every
bit as offensive as a dead one lying in WTC rubble. But hunger
happens so often, and it’s just boring. Now a plane smashing
and fire, well shoot everyone likes to watch that! So they plaster
it all over the TV for a few hours, and I can’t watch my
‘NSYNC videos. I guess that it’s just a sad effect of a capitalist
media. But my real problem (aside from being the most heart-

Charleston should
worry about tragedy,
not underage drinkers
Aghhh... Mayor Dan Cougill and
Charleston, you have reared your ugly
heads again. It is reassuring to see that
in this time of both local and national
crisis, both the mayor and the police
force have their priorities in order. This
summer Shannon McNamara was brutally murdered and yet I have seen no
additional security and little to no support from either Mayor Cougill or the
police force regarding the safety of
other students. But, have no fear, they
have ensured that nobody, and I mean
nobody is parked illegally, without a
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less bastard on campus) is the way
people react to it.
What happens when an odd
“The media has us terrorist attack occurs? We will
all looking in all of now have to show six forms of ID
at the airport and be strip
the wrong places
searched (Hey! Now there’s somefor solutions.”
thing I do like!) What happens
when some kids steal some guns
and shoot up a school? The politicians know that you will react to
that and they figure that they had better do something lest they
loose the next election, so they make it harder for adults to
legally acquire guns. Will tightening airport security stop terrorism? No. The terrorists will get smarter. Will making folks
wait a few more days to buy guns that hold two less bullets stop
kids from stealing them and shooting each other? No.
The thing that some know and most hate to admit is this:
The media has us looking in all of the wrong places for solutions. We don’t ned more laws, just better values and role models. Values like humanity, courage, intelligence, tolerance and
honor. But that’s not what TV tells you to get. You need the
new Beetle, and Pepsi! Those are your values.
So I am going to say it. You are all addicted to TV and the
media and the news, and you will care about what they tell
you to. You are all like a flock of sheep and TV is your new
deity. Exalt it. Bow down! Just don’t whine to me when it lets
you down. I guess now I see Marilyn Manson’s point about “a
person is smart and people are stupid.” We the people are stupid. So do your country a favor, if you are going to let the corporate sponsored media influence how you will vote and react
to a situation, and furthermore your emotions, morals and
hatred of Arabs, then please, put down those chips, get off the
couch and do something cool for a change. Paint a picture.
Read som Nietzsche. Build a muscle car. Start a rock band.
Just do your country a favor and chuck your TV off of your
dorm roof!
■ Ryan Peterson is a junior philosophy major and a guest
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
rapeterson@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
proper permit, or, heaven forbid, with a
backwards parking permit.
Just this week, terrorists attacked our
own nation. Assumably, our nation’s
leaders including local, statewide and
national would and should work to reassure their constituents about the state of
our country. But, alas, it seems that once
again both Mayor Cougill and the police
presence in Charleston have found more
important things to attend to. I am referring of course to those wily underage
drinkers and the evil speakeasys that us
younger folk call Charleston bars. Forget

about New York and Washington. Lets
divert our efforts from seeking out these
terrorist and throw our fill weight into
Mayor Cougill’s “D-day invasion” of
Charleston bars.
Could it be that all of these focal
points revolve around the income they
bring to the community by way of
underage drinking tickets and parking
violations? Could it be that the bottom
line around here is not students first
but perhaps cash first? Or might we
discern that Osama bin Laden might
just be sitting in a corner of Ike’s
drinking on a fake ID waiting to be
captured by this noble campaign.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cdsievers@eiu.edu

Paul Lytle
senior, speech communication major
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cdsievers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Charleston at its best with Oktoberfest
By Meg McNichols
City editor

Oktoberfest on Charleston’s
Square is still more than a month
away, but one of head coordinator
Marianne Farrar’s main goals is to
see a lot of faces from Eastern’s student body there; the other goal is to
find some talent.
While working on the fourth
annual fest, Farrar also is looking
for local bands to sing each
Monday night for open mic sessions between 7 and 11 p.m. She
also is interested in poetry reading.
Oktoberfest is Farrar’s main
project, which has kept her busy the
past few months.
“We feel blessed that the student
body is excited to help,” Farrar said.
“The Pikes are participating, and

the student body president and his
crew have worked very hard.”
Farrar chose Oct. 27 for
Octoberfest because it is the
Saturday of Parent’s Weekend. She
hopes to show everyone that
Charleston has more to offer than
what is south of Lincoln Avenue.
“We want them to see what
downtown is like. We have something to offer this year including 30
(vendor) booths and art,” she said.
Charleston vendors will be open
and serving food at various stands
throughout the day, Farrar said.
The event is scheduled to run from
10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
A beer tent, which Farrar said is
twice the size as last year’s tent, will
be set up at noon, but she quickly
deflated any minors’ hopes.

“ID’s will be checked,” she said.
For those chugging Coke,
there will still be plenty of food to
sample, including Farrar’s famous
bratwurst, which will be grilled
outside, she said.
Raffles and bingo tables will
be set up, and four different
bands are scheduled to play,
including a German band that
will play during the polka contest.
“We want people to come out
and dance, and there’ll be prizes,
but we’re not sure of them right
now,” Farrar said.
For anyone who simply cannot
wait until Halloween, an annual
dress-up walk will be held at 3
p.m.,
sponsored
by
the
Charleston Kiwanis Club.

Sara Figiel / Photo editor

Dillon McClelland, 4, checks out the pumpkins lined up on the side of the
Coles County Court House during Oktoberfest Saturday afternoon. Half of
the square in downtown Charleston was sectioned off to make way for the
Oktoberfest celebration activities, sponsored by Marianne s Deli.

Bloomington jury watches videotape of police-involved killing of disabled
BLOOMINGTON, Ill. (AP) — A mentally disabled man was buckled behind the
wheel of his car when a police officer shot
him seven times in the back, then paused to
let another officer walk past, prosecutors said
Monday.
Part-time Hudson police officer Jeffrey
Gabor then “leans into the car and fires an
eighth and final round,” McLean County
assistant state’s attorney Stephanie Wong told

jurors as Gabor’s trial on first-degree murder
charges began.
Gabor, 24, is charged in the July 24, 2000,
death of Shannon Smith, 27, who had driven
away from a Chenoa gas station without paying for $15.05 in fuel.
Smith — described by family members as
mentally disabled and easily flustered — was
chased up and down a stretch of central
Illinois interstate by police from three towns

JERRY S
PIZZA
& PUB
¥ ALL YOU C A N EAT ¥
Spaghetti
Garlic Bread

$4.95 +tax

Children 10 & under eat for $2.19

corner of 4th and Lincoln

truck.
Wong showed jurors a videotape of the
shooting recorded on a camera mounted on
the dashboard of Chenoa officer Dennis
Carter’s cruiser.
The tape shows Edmunds pull ahead of
Smith just before he reached a one-lane
bridge over Money Creek. Edmunds slowed
down, stopping Smith on the bridge, and
Carter and Gabor sealed him in from behind.

The Tradition of Preserving Tradition Became a Tradition

Every Tuesday & Thursday
5-9pm

Pizza
Salad Bar

before officers finally trapped him in a onelane construction zone.
Defense attorney Paul Welch said Gabor
knew nothing of Smith’s mental disabilities
and shot Smith because tried to drive away
while an officer leaned through the car window trying to take his keys.
Welch said jurors will hear testimony that,
once cornered, Smith struck the cruiser
behind him, then struck a parked police

345-2844
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Tuesday
Sep. 18th
Join the
Men of
Sigma Pi
for all you
can eat
steaks!
Serving
begins at
5pm

ΣΠ

S
I
G
M
A
P
I

“The Men of Sigma Pi after winning the Little Men
Tugs Title during Greek Week 2001”
For rides or info call Chris 345-2701 or ΣΠ house 345-9523

FALL 2001 - RUSH DELT
TONIGHT - STEAK WITH CORN ON
THE COBB
WEDNESDAY - BURGER KING
WHOPPERS
THURSDAY FORMAL SMOKER
Experience THE DELT Difference
348-8222
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Every Tuesday
Domestic
Drafts...

$1.00

Pitchers...

$4.00

Captain Morgan
Mixers or Shots

$2.00

Pool Tourney 7 PM
Euchre Tourney 8 PM

CASH PRIZES

Inserters

wanted call The Daily Eastern News @ 581-2812.
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Battles erupt in Palestinian territories China given go-ahead for joining
without violence. Sharon said he
doubted Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat was making a serious effort to stop the fighting.
Arafat said Monday that he
had issued “strong and clear
instructions for a full commitment to a cease-fire.”
“I hope that the Israeli government will reply to this message of peace and to take the
decision to cease fire, too,”
Arafat said as part of greetings
he sent to Israelis for the Jewish
New Year, which began at sundown Monday.
The Palestinians, meanwhile,
denounced Israel’s decision to
establish a buffer zone with the
West Bank in a bid to prevent
suicide bombers from entering
Israel.
Israel says the zone would
initially extend about 20 miles
along the West Bank border
from Jenin to Tulkarem, cities

where it says several suicide
attacks originated.
An army statement said that
starting
Sept.
24,
any
Palestinian attempting to enter
the sealed area would be “arrested and sentenced.”
Powell called Sharon late
Sunday and asked to be briefed
on efforts to arrange IsraeliPalestinian truce talks.
Continued Mideast fighting
is expected to hamper U.S.
efforts to bring Arab states into
an international anti-terror
coalition it is building in the
wake of last week’s attacks on
New York and the Pentagon.
The deaths from the fighting
have brought the number of
people killed on the Palestinian
side since fighting began a year
ago to 635. Another 175 people
have been killed on the Israeli
side.

the World Trade Organization
GENEVA (AP) — Negotiators
agreed Monday to terms allowing
China to join the World Trade
Organization, hailing the agreement as a signal of confidence in a
global economy battered by terrorism in the United States and fears
of recession.
Concluding 15 years of often
acrimonious talks, Chinese negotiator Long Yongtu said Chinese
accession to the powerful trade
club would be an “all-win situation”
unleashing the huge purchasing
power of 1.2 billion Chinese and
leading to a vast open market.
U.S. Trade Representative
Robert B. Zoellick also praised the
agreement.
“Today’s decision ... will
strengthen the global economy,” he
said in a statement issued in
Washington.
“China has made a firm commitment to the rest of the world to

open its markets and adhere to
international, market-based rules,
which will help American workers,
consumers, farmers and exporters,”
he said.
A deal was reached in the early
hours of Saturday at an “informal”
meeting of the 142-nation body.
The agreement was rubberstamped Monday afternoon at a
formal session of the team handling China at WTO’s headquarters in Geneva.
It is due to be adopted at a
meeting of trade ministers scheduled for Qatar in November.
WTO Director-General Mike
Moore said at a news conference
that the organization continued to
prepare for the session despite
security fears.
China’s own legislature would
then have to approve the 1,000page text, clearing the way to join
some time early next year.

We got wings!
Hot wings only 25¢ each
(dine-in only-with drink purchase)
Pints of Guinness
$2.00

EVERY TUESDAY!
served with ranch dressing
(regularly basket of 6 for $4.00)

KITCHEN IS OPEN!
monday - thursday 7pm-1am - friday 4pm-1am- saturday 5pm-1am
ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ

ΣΝ

Sigma Nu
house for all you can eat
home - made tacos from

5:00-9:00
Featuring

92.1 the Party
ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ

ΣΝ

Tuesday
Top 40 Music
25¢ Drafts
$1.00 Pitchers
$1 Rolling

Rock Bottles
stusonline.com

ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ

Come by the
ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ ΣΝ

JERUSALEM (AP) — Gun
battles in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip left one Palestinian
dead and 15 wounded Monday,
including five boys. Four Israeli
soldiers were also hurt in the
fighting, which came despite
U.S. efforts to broker truce talks.
In one clash near the West
Bank town of Ramallah, Israeli
tank shells hit a mosque, a
kindergarten and a rescue vehicle, Palestinians said.
Later Monday, Israel tanks
shelled two Palestinian police
positions south of Gaza City,
causing some damage.
There were no reports of
injuries, Palestinian security
officials said.
The violence took place after
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon told Secretary of State
Colin Powell he would only permit high-level truce talks with
the Palestinians after 48 hours
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Doudna
from Page 1
construction in the fall of
2002 and to be complete in
the fall of 2005, Johnson
said.
“The renovation and
addition to the Doudna
Fine Arts Center will provide an environment in
which students can explore
new ideas and technologies
and develop to their fullest
potential their skills and talents as performing and visual artist,” Johnson said.
With the renovations,
the size of the Fine Arts
Center will double. The
original Fine Arts Center
was built in 1958, with the
art wing added in 1959 and
the theater added in 1972,
Johnson said. Currently, the
building is approximately
69,861 square feet and the
new building will be
approximately
138,696
square feet.

ing, drawing, painting,
sculpture, ceramics and
teacher education for the art
department, Johnson said.
Additions music department include: new percussion labs; electronic piano,
music and keyboard labs;
expanded music library and
music practice space;
the renovation of Dvorak
Concert Hall; conversation
of the main stage theater to
a second recital hall,
Johnson said.
For the theater department, there will be a new
movement studio; expansion of scene and costume
shops and related storage
space; a new 275-seat
proscenium theater; a studio
theater called the Black
Box; and a 150-seat lecture
hall, Johnson said.
“When completed, the
faculty will showcase our
three fine arts departments
in a manner that will be a
source of pride both for EIU
and the citizens of the state
of Illinois,” Johnson said.

The expansion of the
building will require the
closing of a portion of
Seventh Street and the
demolition of the Clinical
Services building and the
Buzzard House.
In the current building,
the art department occupies
24,891 square feet, the
music department occupies
35,936 square feet, and the
theater department occupies
7, 557 square feet, Johnson
said.
In the new building, all
departments will have more
space. The art department
will have approximately
56,304 square feet, the
music department will have
approximately
48,538
square feet, and the theater
department will have
approximately
31,199
square feet.
The completed facility
will include: state-of-the-art
computer labs; graphics
design drafting labs and studios; well equipped studio
space for metals, printmak-

Bombs
from Page 1
on wrapping and addressed to
title only, she said.
The Charleston Post
Office also follows certain
procedures when it comes to
checking the mail, said Larry
McCain, supervisor of customer services at the
Charleston Post Office.
“We have a procedure
called Target Mail,” McCain
said. “If a package weighs 16
ounces or more and it isn’t

correctly addressed, it goes to
the retail clerk and they don’t
have to accept it.”
Although precautions are
taking place, many people
aren’t too concerned about
the possibilities of mail
bombs in Charleston or at
Eastern.
“It’s a pretty minimal
threat in this part of the
country,” Rose said.
Charles Stancil, a senior
computer
management
major, also does not think
people in this area are a target
for any bombs.

“I think it can be a problem,” said Stancil, who also
deals with packages when
working at the front desk of
Thomas Hall. “But I don’t
think the Charleston area has
too much to worry about.”
However, McCain said he
thinks a bomb could show up
when it is least expected.
“The worst thing you
could do is say that it couldn’t
happen to you,” he said.
“Because as soon as you say
that, something could happen.”

Little Johnny, age 7, after making $50.00
off his lemonade stand. He still has more
money than you. You wanna know
why?...
BECAUSE HE

ADVERTISED!!!

Russ & Lynda’s
Every Tuesday...

Specials
Chicken

(11 am-8 pm)

Lunch

•2 pieces of chicken
•mashed potatoes & gravy
•coleslaw
•biscuit

$2.45

3

Piece

Dinner

•mashed potatoes & gravy
•coleslaw
•2 bicuits

$2.80

Open Weekdays: 5am - 11am for breakfast
Weekends: 5am - 12am for breakfast

1305 Lincoln
345-6424

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Tommy Boy

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

Imagine...

581-6874
Justin

An opportunity of a lifetime

581-6890
Chapter

avail-

able to you in Chicago!
H ya t t R e ge n c y O ’ H a re
at
O ’ H a re I n t e r n a t i o n a l A i r p o r t
Is Currently Seeking:

C or por a te Management Trainee s
for all positions.
If you are interested in joining our team of employees,
please stop by to see a Hyatt Representative
at the Career Fair.
Hyatt offers great benefits and exciting opportunities
for growth.

Tuesday

BACON WRAPPED PORK
TENDERLOIN FILET

Marinated center cut pork filet
warped in bacon. Very tender
...Vegetable and choice of potato
and roll

$7.95

Bu d L t . P t s . $ 1 . 0 0
These folks just got
done advertising
with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...

just look how elated they
are. Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?

Classifiedadvertising
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

For sale

Part-time office assistant and
coordinator for seminar program.
Apply in person @ Gandolfini
Chiropractic 2115 18th Street.
NO PHONE CALLS.
_______________________9/18
Looking to earn money for your
org. or yourself? Try Fund-U, a no
cost fundraising program that is
easy and reliable. Call 1-86648FUND-U or visit www.fundu.com.
_______________________9/18
Farm help needed. Experience
preferred.
Possible morning
hours.
Leave message on
machine. 348-8906.
_______________________9/19
Nanny needed for preschooler
and infant. Need 5 hour blocks
M-F between 8:00 - 4:30. Local
references a must! Prefer Early
Childhood Major. Please call 3456457. Possible room and board
included.
_______________________9/30
Campus Spokesperson needed.
$15/hr. job on campus. Campus
Information Services is currently
seeking highly motivated students. Must have strong interpersonal skills and very outgoing.
For more information call 800375-5701.
_______________________9/21
ATTENTION: Work from home.
$25-$75/hr PT/FT. Mail order
w
e
b
s
i
t
e
.
www.bestmoneynow.com, 1-800688-7715.
______________________10/01
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida. Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA’s and Habilitation
Aides. Work in a small home setting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary. Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts

due to program expansion. FT/PT
positions available for multiple
shifts with flexible scheduling.
1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts starting at
$7.50/hr, for youth program and
$8.00/hr. for adult program. FT
includes full benefits pkg. If you
are a good role model and enjoy
working with people, apply in person at 1550 Douglas Drive Chas.
EOE
_________________________00

BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM,
OFF
STREET
PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266
OR 346-3161.
_________________________01
2
Bedroom
Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 348-0350.
_________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. FURNISHED, CLOSE TO BUZZARD,
CAMPUS, SEPARATE LEASES,
POOL, AND LAUNDRY ON-SITE.
LINCOLN WOOD PINETREE
345-6000.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus. 4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house. Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE. 2-4 BR
one block from campus. $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
_________________________01
Very nice 2 bedroom close to
campus.
AC,
carpeted
$650/month. 10 month lease.
345-3232 day.
_________________________01
9th Street Apartments. 3BR for 23 people. NO PETS. 348-8305.
_________________________01
1 bedroom apartment 1 or 2 persons, 1542 4th St. Excellent condition, all electric, c/a. Quiet,
reserve parking, No Pets. 3457286.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom apratment acroos
from Rec Center. Excellent condition, all electric, c/a, parking, No
Pets. 345-7286.
_________________________01

90 Dodge Ram Van, Removable
seats. A/C, 125k. $2,600. Ken
Bower. 348-6713.
_______________________9/18
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Charleston, great starter or investment, privacy fenced, corner lot,
garage, new roof, NO CONTRACT SALES, 348-5607
_______________________9/20

For rent
Nice 2 bdrm duplex central air, off
st parking, pets allowed. 3485173
_______________________9/19
Rm. Quiet study friendly. close to
EIU
campus.
Kitchen,
washer/dryer. All utilities Paid,
$275 month. 1 avail now, 2 avail
spring. 345-5456
_______________________9/26
Need Sublessors: 1,2,3 for 3 bedroom nice, spacious duplex offcampus with washer/dryer. Call
345-3028.
_______________________9/28
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th St.
across from Buzzard. For more
information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students. 345-2702
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01
New 3 bedroom apt. Furnished,
utilities included.
NO PETS!
2121 18th Street. Call 345-6885
or 345-7007.
_________________________01

For sale

CampusClips

Personals
Congratulations
to
Michelle
Huegal of Tri-Sigma on your
engagement to Mike Haskins.
Your sisters are happy for you!
_______________________9/18
Congrats Alison Swango of Alpha
Gam for beingg lavaliered by
Jeremy Dirksmeier of Sigma Phi
Epsilon. Love Jamie and Lisa.
_______________________9/18

Announcements
Kickoff/ Panther Pride meeting
tonight at 9pm in the Arcola/
Tuscola room.
_______________________9/18
ADULT
NOVELTIES
+Bachelor/ette gags, gifts, cards
and games! GRAND BALL, 609
sixth, Charleston, T-F, 10-6, Sat
10-2.
_______________________9/21
ATTENTION LADIES have some
fun with sensual aids, novelties,
and adult toys. For any occasion.
Book yours today. Call Amy 618793-2779
_______________________9/26
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida. Join Student
Travel Services, America’s #1
Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips at Eastern Illinois and earn
cash
and
free
trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
______________________10/12

Hurry up...

advertise with the
Daily Eastern News!
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Does origami
6 Antenna type
10 LP flaw
14 Give or take
15 Bat’s navigation aid
16 Sonata finale
17 New Boy Scout
19 Assayers’ samples
20 54-Across logo
21 Brownie ___
(things to earn)
22 Afternoon
socials
23 Pedestal topper
24 Protect, in a
way
26 Lakefront
home feature

31 Bummed
around
32 ___-Rooter
33 Wing it, musically
36 Tabloid fliers
37 Maps out
39 Miss Horne
40 Norm: Abbr.
41 Julia’s Oscarwinning role
42 Add a lane to,
say
43 1969 Shirley
MacLaine
musical
46 Hidden away
49 Mother of
Helen of Troy
50 Pulitzer winner
James
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51 Give confidence to
54 Letterman’s
network
57 Wrestling hold
58 Torturer’s tool
60 Niagara River
source
61 “I dropped it!”
62 Classic toothpaste brand
63 Word that can
follow the ends
of 17-, 26-, 43and 58-Across
64 Like Santa’s
cheeks
65 Off-the-wall
DOWN
1 Lot in life
2 Old wedding
vows word
3 Like a recluse
4 Fizzler
5 Blended family
member
6 Desecrate
7 PC pictograph
8 Totally gone
9 Stressful spots
10 Rob Roy need
11 “M*A*S*H” setting
12 Think tank
nuggets
13 No longer in
vogue
18 Dig (for)

1
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49
52
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47

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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CIRCLE K. Meeting today, 9/18 at 7pm in the Coleman
Auditorium. Come join Circle K a service organization! All
are welcome to come and join the fun!
WHERE IT’S @ MAGAZINE. www.atmag.com. There
will be a meetings every Tuesday at 8pm in Buzzard, rm
2436. Learn web design, along with Photoshop and
Dreamweaver. Perfect Resume builder... no experience
needed.
THE CIRCLE OF WISDOM. The weekly meeting will be
held tonight at 7pm in Carmen Hall Lounge. Interested in
learning more about philosophy? Then this is the club for
you!
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE. HC Panther Pride/
Kickoff meeting will be held tonight at 9pm in the Kansas
Room. Parade applications for RSO’s due.
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE. RSO Overall Meeting
will be tonight at 9:30pm in the Arcola/ Tuscola room.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Fireside Chat will be held
tonight at 9pm at the Wesley Foundation (across 4th from
Lawson.) Just come over and chat with other students and
the campus pastor about whatever you’d like to talk about.
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT.
Speaker meeting C.H. Robinson. Tuesday Sept. 18, at
7:00pm in room 1031 Lumpkin Hall. All are welcome.
LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER. Math Anxiety
workshop today 9/18 at 5pm in room 2016 9th Street hall.
Students are encouraged to attend this 30 min. workshop.
Call 581-6696 for more info or to make reservations.
GLOBAL JUSTICE GROUP. Video- Life and Debt.
Tuesday, Sept. 18 at 7pm in Lumpkin 2030. This important
video discusses how IMF policies have impacted Jamaica.
SURVIVORS OF SUICIDE. Support group meeting. Sept.
18 at 7pm Immanuel Lutheran Church located across the
street from the Tarble Arts Center. Enter on the east side of
the building. Anyone who has experienced a loss due to suicide is welcome to attend. For more information, contact
Don Murphy at 348-8252.
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. Informational
Meeting September 18th in the Schraher Room in the Union
fromm 7pm-8pm. Bring money for dues! New members
welcome! Make-it & Take-it! Bring a friend!
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY INC. Sickle Cell
Inemia Fact tables on September 17th-19th from 11am-2pm
in Taylor Hall.
SPANISH CLUB and LAMBDA THETA ALPHA. Film
Series: The Politics of Cuba Expressed Through the Arts on
September 19tth and 21st at 7pm (both days) in the
Coleman Auditorium. Part of Latin Heritage Month.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT. Student Senatte Meetings
onWednesdays at 7pm in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Evening Prayer tonight
at 9pm in St. Philip Neri Chapel located across from
Andrews Hall. 30 minutes of song, scripture and meditation.
HAITI CONNECTION. Meeting tonight at 8pm at the
Newman Center. All interested in third world invited to
attend.

50
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59

Puzzle by Mark P. Sherwood

23 Currier’s partner
25 Sgt., for one
26 “Besides that
…”
27 Flat floater
28 Shirt with a
reptilian logo
29 Type of goose
30 Countless
years
33 ___ Knight
34 Work without
___ (take risks)

35 A zillion
37 Shark or T. rex
38 Tell a whopper
39 Milano moolah
41 Merino mother
42 Gets wet up to
the ankles
43 Israeli money
44 All thumbs
45 Tarragon or
chervil
46 Biblical spy

47 Ancient marketplace
48 Beany’s TV
friend
52 “Get lost!”
53 Has a late
meal
54 Pluto or auto
ending
55 Needing
straightening
56 Swing in the
breeze
59 PC “brain”

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD
with a

PHOTO & MESSAGE

in the

Daily Eastern News!
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is
to Run.)
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Bush urges Americans not Plain-clothes
to turn against Muslims guards on flights
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush visited a mosque
and bought coffee for a cafeteria full
of aides on Monday as he appealed
to Americans to get back to everyday business and not turn against
their Muslim neighbors.
In his socks, as is Muslim practice, Bush padded through the
ornate mosque on Washington’s
Embassy Row and heard stories
from his hosts about MuslimAmerican women afraid to leave
their homes for fear of prejudiced
backlash after last week’s terrorist
strikes.
“Those who feel like they can
intimidate our fellow citizens to take
out their anger don’t represent the
best of America, they represent the
worst of humankind and they
should be ashamed of that kind of
behavior,” Bush said, his back to the
brilliantly tiled prayer alcove facing
Mecca.
He quoted from the Quran and
fervently defended the Islam faith:
“Islam is peace. These terrorists
don’t represent peace, they represent evil and war.”
The Federal Bureau of
Investigation has, since last
Tuesday’s suicide bombings,
opened 40 hate crime investigations
into reported attacks on Arab-

Americans, including two killings
possibly motivated by anti-Arab
sentiment, said FBI Director Robert
Mueller.
Bush’s hour-long visit to the
gated Islamic Center of Washington
was but one stop on a crowded day
when the president juggled war
planning with an attempt to guide
stricken Americans back into their
daily routines.
The White House, meanwhile,
announced an extraordinary lineup
of foreign leaders coming to
Washington to meet with Bush as he
builds an international coalition for
war.
French President Jacques Chirac
will be at the White House on
Tuesday, Indonesian President
Megawati
Sukarnoputri
on
Wednesday, British Prime Minister
Tony Blair on Thursday, and Emir
Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani
of Qatar on Oct. 4.
Huddling with his top domestic
policy and economic advisers, Bush
ordered up “a comprehensive package” to aid the airlines, said spokeswoman Claire Buchan. She
declined to comment on the industry’s request for a $20 billion federal bailout. Airlines are laying off
thousands of workers, having lost
$1 billion already in the wake of last

week’s tragedy.
Bush began his day at a White
House cafeteria, where he
announced the coffee was his treat
and then ordered a cup for himself
with milk and sugar-free sweetener.
“We’re setting a good example.
We’re showing we will not be intimidated,” he told the government
workers.
For those wondering how they
can help, Bush was holding a White
House event Tuesday to announce a
new Web site of charitable groups
accepting donations for survivors
and rescue workers.
Across the Potomac River,
Pentagon officials briefed Bush on
call-up orders for 35,000 reservists.
At least four dozen of them — men
and women being mobilized against
an enemy yet uncertain — lined the
Eisenhower corridor and applauded
their commander in chief.
While Vice President Dick
Cheney made an impromptu walk
outside to the charred ruins of the
Pentagon’s southwest face, Bush
headed downstairs to the Pentagon
cafeteria looking as if he wanted to
shake every hand he could reach. A
woman began softly singing “God
Bless America” and soon, everyone
in the crowd, including the president, joined their voices to hers.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Armed guards may become almost
as much a part of air travel as pilots
and flight attendants as the government rushes to get hundreds of new
marshals on board airliners.
Federal agencies are being asked
to contribute armed plainclothes
security officials while the Federal
Aviation Administration begins to
train a new generation of marshals
to provide security on airplanes.
Many are coming from the Justice
Department, Attorney General John
Ashcroft said.
Hundreds of other marshals are
being recruited, many of them
retired law enforcement officials.
Some private security firms, whose
employees serve as air marshals for
foreign airlines, are being asked for
help as well.
“There is a commitment to try to
get more sky marshals in the air as
soon as possible,” said Rep. John
Mica, R-Fla., chairman of the
House Transportation aviation subcommittee.
Mica said the federal government will pick up the tab.
The first sky marshals took to the
skies in the 1970s to try to thwart
hijackings to Cuba, and the current
air marshals program began in 1985

in response to the hijacking of TWA
Flight 847 by Lebanese Shiite
Muslims.
The program had fallen into disuse in recent years. David Stempler,
president of the Air Travelers
Association, an advocacy group,
estimated that there were slightly
more than two dozen marshals
remaining, all flying on overseas
routes.
But the terrorist hijackings of
four
U.S.
airliners
have
Transportation Department officials
rushing to rekindle the program.
“Certain things will be done
right now to make people more
secure,” said Darryl Jenkins, director of The George Washington
University’s Aviation Institute. “The
thought that there might be a sky
marshal on a flight will give comfort to travelers.”
Rep. John Sweeney, R-N.Y., a
member
of
the
House
Appropriations transportation subcommittee, said the marshals program could encourage Americans to
return to the skies.
“People may be hesitant to travel by air because they’re asking the
question, ’Will I be as safe in the air
as I am on the ground?’ With this,
we can give a resounding yes.”

OPEC asked to keep oil prices, supplies stable
WASHINGTON (AP) — Energy
Secretary Spencer Abraham, in
Vienna, Austria, has been seeking
assurances from OPEC that the oil
cartel will work to keep prices and
supplies stable, administration officials said Monday.
Abraham met for a half-hour late
Sunday with OPEC SecretaryGeneral Ali Rodriguez to relay
President Bush’s hope that the oil cartel will take no action that would
drive up prices or threaten supplies

should the United States retaliate for
last week’s terrorist attacks.
Rodriguez, of Venezuela, told
Abraham that the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries,
whose ministers will meet Sept. 26 to
consider production levels, remains
committed to market stability.
The private meeting with
Rodriguez was hastily scheduled as
Abraham was in Vienna to attend a
meeting of the International Atomic
Energy Agency. The agency and
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OPEC both have their headquarters in
the Austrian capital.
World oil prices spiked to more
than $31 a barrel after the terrorist
attacks on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon, but have since
receded slightly.
Within hours of the attack Sept.
11, OPEC issued assurances that all
its member nations “remain committed” to world oil price stability and
“ensuring that sufficient supplies are
available to satisfy market needs.”
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“We wanted to reiterate that we
appreciated the public comments ...
and we expect them to live up to what
they had said,” said an administration
official familiar with the discussions
between Abraham and Rodriguez.
Abraham also pointed out that it
was to the oil producers’ interest to
keep oil prices and supplies stable at a
time of world economic uncertainty,
said one U.S. official, calling it “a
very positive meeting.”
There has been speculation that

OPEC ministers might reverse a Sept.
1 decision to cut production by 1 million barrels. Rodriguez gave no indication of that — one way or another
— in the meeting with Abraham.
Saudi Arabian light crude closed
at $27.31 a barrel on the New York
Mercantile Exchange on Monday,
$2.39 higher than before the terrorist
attacks. West Texas Intermediate, the
U.S. benchmark which is always a little higher, closed at $28.83, or $1.20
higher than before the attacks.
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

BY MIKE PETERS
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Baseball resumes with flags Backpacks banned
(AP) – Baseball was awash in
red, white and blue and patriotic
songs Monday night when games
resumed and flag-waving fans
returned, ready to pick up where
they left off six days ago — when
cheering came easier.
From Montreal to St. Louis,
from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh,
the crack of the bat was a welcome
sound in a setting that offered
decidedly different snapshots than
it did before the terrorist attacks on
America:
— Mets players wearing caps
with inscriptions familiar now to
millions all over the world: NYPD
and FDNY.

— Hundreds of St. Louis’ finest
marching out to the warning track
to honor their fallen brothers in
New York.
— “USA! USA!” chants, a video
tribute and free-flowing tears at
Veterans Stadium.
Amid heightened security, six
games were scheduled. Players wore
the stars and stripes on their uniforms and caps, while “God Bless
America” was swapped for “Take
Me Out to the Ball Game” for the
seventh-inning stretch.
“The country is looking over our
shoulder,” Philadelphia outfielder
Doug Glanville said.
“You have to go on with your

life. Baseball is a fabric of this country. It can be a process of turning
things around.”
It took only three batters for
Phillies fans to get back in form:
They booed after Atlanta’s Chipper
Jones hit a home run.
At many ballparks, teams handed out small U.S. flags. At PNC
Park in Pittsburgh, the Pirates gave
away thousands of “I Love New
York” buttons.
“We thought it was only fitting
to come to the ballgame, we
thought it was a fitting way to pay
our respects to the people back in
New York,” said Fred Berrios of
Gibsonia, Pa.

Rojek

going to affect the season as a
whole, for the football and
women’s soccer team it has a possibility.
While the football team only
plays once a week and the women’s
soccer team had two weeks of
games eliminated from its schedule, it is important that these two
teams can readjust quickly and get
their focus back on the competition.

The fall season is still early, but
it is these non-conference games
that are important learning tools
for the teams before conference
play begins.
It was certainly necessary to
cancel sports this past week as the
nation continued to mourn, but it’s
time now to return to sports and
take our minds off the tragic
images of the nation – even if it’s
just for an hour or two.

from Page 12
The volleyball match, men’s
soccer game and the women’s
rugby game were all canceled this
weekend, picking up with the normal schedule throughout the
week.
While missing one game isn’t

at Chicago ballparks
CHICAGO (AP) — Forget
about bringing a backpack to
Wrigley Field or Comiskey Park.
In accordance with new security
measures imposed by Major
League Baseball, coolers and large
bags will no longer be allowed at
either of the city’s ballparks. The
bags cannot be checked at the gate,
either.
The White Sox also said
unsealed beverages can no longer
be brought in to Comiskey Park.
Smaller bags will be allowed,
but they will be subject to search.
The Cubs and White Sox also
announced the rescheduled dates
for the games postponed after last
week’s terrorist attacks. The Cubs
will make up a three-game series
with Cincinnati on Oct. 2-4 at

Wrigley Field, and finish the season Oct. 5-7 with a home series
against Pittsburgh.
The White Sox will play the
Yankees in New York on Oct. 1-3
and have Oct. 4 off.
They’ll finish the season with an
Oct. 5-7 series in Minnesota.
The White Sox open a threegame home series with the Yankees
on Tuesday night, and the team
said Monday that miniature
American flags will be distributed
to the first 20,000 fans.
There will be a moment of
silence after the national
anthem, and a patriotic song will
replace “Take Me Out to the Ball
Game” during the seventhinning stretch for the rest of the
season.

Look for football coverage of the
Ohio Valley Conference opener
against Eastern Kentucky
Friday in sports.
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Champions cannot take time off from challenges
A

good team rises to the occasion. A good team doesn’t
flinch in the face of adversity. A good team unites to act as one
when it matters most and triumphs.
Last week our nation took one
in the chin. They meant to hit us
and we didn’t see it coming. We’re
still dusting ourselves off, but when
it’s all said and done, we will walk to
first, we will take our base and we’ll
wait.
We don’t want to rush the
mound. We don’t want to rush anything. There’s simply too much at
stake. But there will be retribution
and the acts of violence against our
fellow teammates won’t be taken
lightly.
The implications of Tuesday’s
attacks reverberate throughout the
bodies and souls of every person in
this country.
We pull together as any good
team should. We put our personal

4th and 20
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Staff editor
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squabbles aside and unite towards a
common goal – victory. Our internal and external differences are
irrelevant. Those of every race,
color, denomination and every
other subcategory we separate ourselves into are united by their love
of this great country. We’re all part
of one team.
They may have tried to knock
some of us down, but we are as one

and we will not allow our fellow
teammates to stay down. We accept
the somber consequences of those
whom, for some reason or another,
hate us, but we will not let those
actions beset us. We have shown
this.
Patriotism is a rare and beautiful
thing, especially when it flows in a
river of compassion for one’s fellow
man. When we unite towards a
common goal our boundaries are
limitless.
We are the greatest team, the
greatest nation in the world, and we
will rise to the occasion. We are the
sum of our parts an that is what
makes us so strong.
We are the greatest because
we’re made up of a multitude of
great people. We don’t always display our true colors, but we’ve
shown that when it really matters
we shine through.
The outpouring of support that

shows America at its best is a symbol of how collectively strong this
country truly is. Americans gave
blood, sweat, tears and everything
else they possibly could to help
those in need. No good team would
let teammates stay down.
We picked our fellow man up
and now we must continue to prove
to the world that we’re the best.
Champions cannot take time off.
There will always be challengers.
Someone will always be there looking for every opportunity to knock
us down.
After last week’s tragedy there
will probably fewer opportunities,
but no nation can ever be perfectly
safe because there is no such thing
as perfectly safe.
We cannot be lax. The eyes of
the world are once again upon us
and we must continue to prove that
we are champions, that there is no
obstacle we cannot overcome.

Unfortunately, we’re not even
done dusting ourselves off. It’s been
a long time since our country has
taken a shot like it did last week.
Some would argue that we’ve never
actually been hit that hard before.
Naturally, we’re still shocked, but
we won’t let the sting affect our
judgment.
When a pitcher hits a batter, at
the very least, the batter knows who
was on the mound. All we know is
that we were struck intentionally.
We don’t know exactly who hit us.
We don’t even have a mound to
charge.
But when the time for retaliation comes, we’ll have our whole
team behind us, and we’ll be sure to
let the world know that we don’t
back down from a fight.
You don’t get to be champions
by backing down, and we refuse to
let anyone hit us when we’re not
looking.
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Panther Sports Calendar
Tuesday: Women’s soccer vs. DePaul at Lakeside
Field, 4 p.m.
Tuesday: Volleyball at IUPUI, 7 p.m.
Thursday: Volleyball vs. Morehead at Lantz Arena
Friday: Volleyball vs. Eastern Kentucky, 2 p.m.

Football team resumes practice
Eastern prepares for conference opener after ISU game canceled
By Kristin Rojek

Associate sports editor
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e-mail: cuklr3@pen.eiu.edu

Take your
mind off
the images
hile society has been
staring at the television
for a week now with
images of the terrorist attack settling in, it’s time for the athletes to
focus on the competition.
But how difficult will it be to
push the tragedy to the back of
the mind and concentrate on the
game?
The football team will see its
first game in two weeks this
Saturday against Eastern
Kentucky and head coach Bob
Spoo knows the key to its first
conference win of the season.
“Whichever staff can get the
attention back the best has the
better chance of winning,” Spoo
said.
While practice this week will
play a major factor, the team with
the focus and concentration on the
field will earn the upperhand.
The cancellation of the Illinois
State contest also left a hole in
Eastern’s schedule, and as a strong
team on the Panther’s schedule, it
is a missed opportunity for the
team to gain valuable playing time
and defend their No. 10 ranking.
While many teams are returning to their regular schedules this
week, the women’s soccer team has
had to build a new schedule.
After Eastern’s departure to
Hawaii on Sunday was canceled,
the athletic department has
scrambled to give the Panthers
some competition in the next
week.
The women’s soccer team has
filled some holes with a rescheduled game today against DePaul
and another Sept. 23 at Middle
Tennessee.
After postponing a game at the
University of Missouri Sept. 11
and another at DePaul Sept. 18,
the last game for the women’s soccer team came against Eastern
Michigan Sept. 9.
If the team hadn’t found these
two teams to schedule a lastminute game, it would be 19 days
between soccer games for Eastern,
resuming normal scheduling Sept.
28 against Western Illinois.
How can a collegiate team be
competitive without competition?

W

The football team resumed
practice Monday after three days
off due to the cancellation of
Saturday’s game at Illinois State.
Monday’s practice was the first
opportunity for head coach Bob
Spoo to work with the team since
Thursday.
“We’re going through the
Sunday routine Monday because of
the unusual circumstances,” Spoo
said.
On Monday, the team went
through a light practice and a film
session before normal practice
resumes today.
“I met with (senior defensive
end) Brad Metzger and everyone is
still kind of numb,” Spoo said.
“There’s anxiety in the air and that’s
how it was all last week – understandably so after the catastrophe
last week.”
This week, the Panthers head
into their Ohio Valley Conference
opener at Eastern Kentucky.
“A lot of attention has been
going on with the world and I’m
glad to be getting back into the
swing
of
things,”
senior
kicker/punter Bill Besenhofer said.
“We’ll get ready the same way we
do every week.”
Spoo hopes this week’s practices
will bring the team back into a normal pace again.
“This is a key game. It’s a conference game and it’s televised,”
Spoo said. “We want to get off to a
good start in the OVC. Whichever
staff can get the attention back the
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Junior wide receiver Will Bumphus receives a pass in Eastern s 44-14 win over Indiana State Sept. 9. The
Panthers will see their second game of the season Saturday at Eastern Kentucky.
“I already spoke with (the team)
but
ourselves
lately,”
best has the better chance of winning.” one
With the Illinois State game Besenhofer said. “Hopefully we’ll Friday and they know my feelings –
canceled Saturday, Eastern has not execute everything we need to get it we did the right thing canceling
(the game Saturday),” Spoo said.
stepped onto the field with an done.”
Eastern will kick off against “We need to temporarily set everyopponent since facing off with
Eastern Kentucky at 11 a.m. thing aside. We need now to move
Indiana State Sept. 8.
on.”
“We haven’t played against any- Saturday.

After week off, Eastern returns to field
Women’s soccer team hosts DePaul after rescheduling game from Friday
By Matt Williams
Staff writer

Sara Figiel/ Photo editor

See ROJEK Page 10

Freshman midfielder Rachel Dorfman follows a University of
Evansville opponent in a game earlier this season.

The women’s soccer team felt the
effects of the nation’s tragedies last
week, canceling its trip to Hawaii
Sunday and rescheduling Saturday’s
game at DePaul to today at Lakeside
Field.
While the postponement of the
DePaul game caused some readjustments in the schedule, it didn’t hit
the team as hard as the canceled
games against Hawaii and Cal-State
University at Northridge.
“We are all disappointed, but i
think everyone agrees because of
safety concerns that the right decision was made,” Ballard said.
While the team stands behind the
decision, disappointment still lingers.
“I was more disappointed that the
seniors were not able to go because it
is their last year,” freshman goalkeeper Lynne Goehler said.
With the plans to travel to
Hawaii in the past, the athletic
department has rescheduled DePaul
(5-0) to visit Eastern today at 4 p.m.

The Panthers (3-1) will come into
the game well rested after eight days
without competition.
“Even though we have not played
a game for a while, I am sure we will
be fine,” Ballard said. “DePaul has
not played much either, so we are in
the same situation.”
DePaul is led by Christy Young,
who scored a team-leading fifth goal
in the Blue Demons’ 3-0 win over
Indiana
University-Purdue
University at Fort Wayne. DePaul
has scored three goals in every game.
Despite DePaul’s strong start to
its season, senior defender Katie
Quiter believes that the team will be
ready to play when the whistle blows.
“I think the time off is good so we
can heal injuries and we will be well
rested,” Quiter said. “I think our
defense will respond well to the pressure against (DePaul).”
With scrimmages last week in
response to a postponed game
Tuesday at the University of
Missouri,
practice
continued
Monday with light workouts with
the ball before today’s game.

